A function is a fc-covering map if any compact set in the image space is contained in the image of a compact set in the domain. We show that all closed maps whose domain X is topologically complete are λ -covering maps. Next a representation is obtained for a closed image Y of a topologically complete, G^-space. Namely Y= Y a U (U Yd where φ~\y) is compact for all yeY a and each Y { is discrete in Y. This generalizes a theorem of K. Morita and is similar to a theorem of ArhangePskiί which replaces topologically complete with point-paracompact.
If φ is an open-closed mapping from a realcompact space X onto a A>space Y, then dφ-^y) is compact for every yeY.
It then follows from a result of Isiwata's that Y is also realcompact. Now let φ be a WZ-m&p of X onto a realcompact space Y. We show that X is realcompact if and only if cl^x Φ~\y) -Φ~\y) This generalizes Isiwata's result that X is realcompact if Φ~ι{y) is a C*-embedded, realcompact subset of X.
The reader is referred to [6] for the basic ideas of rings of continuous functions. The following characterization of realcompactness will be used in this paper. A completely regular, Hausdorff space X is realcompact if and only if for each p in βX -X there exists an / in C{βX) such that f(p) = 0 and f(x) > 0 if x is in X. A map will be used to designate a continuous onto function. 
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A map is minimal if the image of every proper closed subset of the domain is a proper subset of the range. It is well known [17, 5] that if / is a compact mapping of X onto Y, then there exists a closed subspace X o of X such that f o = f\X Q is a minimal map onto Y. Let Φ map X onto Y and let Φ denote the continuous extension of φ from βX onto βY. A map is a WZ-map if c\ βx φ~ι(y) = 0~ι O/) for every y in Y". It is shown in [10] that all Z-maps are W^-maps. A subspace S is said to be regular closed if S = cl int S. Similarly, a subspace S is said to be regular open if S = int cl S. A space X is a Grspace if it is a G δ subset of βX.
1* Realcompactness and perfect mappings, Realcompactness is not preserved under perfect maps. An example will be presented at the end of this chapter. However, Prolίk has proved that realcompactness is preserved under perfect maps if the range is normal and countably paracompact. In this section it will be shown that this can be weakened by only requiring that the range space is weak cb. A space X is a weak cb-space [13] if each locally bounded, lower semicontinuous function on X is bounded above by a continuous function. The following theorem is proved in [13, 3.1, p. 237 Proof. This follows from 1.5 and the fact [6, 10.16, p. 148 ] that the perfect preimages of realcompact spaces are realcompact.
Thus the problem of preserving realcompactness under perfect maps may be reduced to the following: Under what conditions does X realcompact imply X is realcompact? Every extremally disconnected space is weak cb, so by Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, we have the following: THEOREM 
Let X be a regular Hausdorff space. Then X is almost realcompact if and only if X is realcompact.
There exists a nonrealcompact space Y such that Y is the union of two closed realcompact subsets Y γ and Y 2 [16] . Let X be the topological sum of Y x and Y 2 . Clearly, X is realcompact. Let / be the canonical map of X onto Y. Then / is a perfect map of a realcompact space onto a space that is not realcompact. This example is due to R. L. Blair. Note also that X is almost realcompact and not realcompact.
2* Realcompactness and closed mappings* Throughout the remainder of this paper, X and Y will denote completely regular, Hausdorff spaces. As we have seen in the preceding section, realcompactness is not preserved under closed mappings. The following special case has been proved by Isiwata [10, 7.5, p. 477] . If φ is a closed mapping from a locally compact, countably paracompact, normal space X onto Y, then Y is realcompact when X is realcompact. This theorem will be generalized in this section.
A space X is a k-space if a set is closed when its intersection with any compact set is closed. Locally compact spaces, first countable spaces, p-spaces in the sense of ArhangeFskii [1] and G δ -spaces [2, 12, p. 563] It has been shown [13, 11, p. 235 Proof. Let C c βX -X and Φ(C) c Y. Suppose that Φ(C) is not finite. Then Φ(C) contains an infinite set I such that I is discrete in the relative topology. For each ye I, pick x y e Φ~\y) Π C. The set S = {Xy'.ye 1} is infinite, hence it must have an accumulation point in C, say p. The space X is topologically complete, so there exists a locally finite cozero cover ^ of J such that if Ϊ7e^ then pίcl βx U [18, 2.6, p. 172] .
Select x 1 e Φ~\I) and UΊe^ such that x ι e U^ Suppose that x 19 , #»_! and Σ7i, , 27 % _! have been selected such that x { e Ui e ^/ and if i Φ j, then φ(Xi) Φ φ(x 5 ) and Ui Φ U 3 . Set y(i) = ^(^). Now p e cl^-(S\{x y{i) : i ^ n -1}) and p g cl ^US 1 ί7<. Thus there exists an open set N containing p such that NO (\Ji=ι ίΛ ) = 0 Pick
Next select a? Λ e ^~1(^/(^)) Π N, and U n e^S such that a? n e Z7 n . Note that if i <n, then ^ Φ y n and 27^ ^ U n . Now {{»<}}< is a locally finite collection, so {#*}* is a closed subset of X. Since ^ is a closed map {2/ }S=i must be a closed subset of F. But {τ/J is an infinite discrete subset of the compact set Φ(C). Thus we have reached a contradiction. 
Let Y be α k-spαce, v α point-finite covering of X, and let ψ: X-*Y be a closed mapping of X onto Y. Then N -{y e Y: no finite v r c v covers φ~ι(y)} is discrete in Y.
If ZaβX -X, let / be a nonnegative element of C*(βX) such that Z is the zero set of / and / ^ 1/2. Set
U n = {x eX:l/n + 2< f(x) < 1/n} .
Clearly v = {U n ) is a point-inίite covering of X and Y Π Φ(Z) = N. However, Corollary 2.3 does not follow from this, since X is Lindelof if and only if for every compact subset of βX -X there is a zero-set Z such that C c Z and Z Π X is empty.
By a usual method found in [10] and [14] we obtain the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.5. If φ is a map of a space X onto Y and dφ~1(y) is compact for every y e Y, then there exists a closed subspace X o such that φ 0 = φ I X o has the property that inverses of points are compact and φ o (X o ) = Y o .

COROLLARY 2.6. If φ is a closed map of a realcompact space X onto a weak cb-space Y, and the dφ~\y) is compact for each y e Y, then Y is realcompact.
Another special case of realcompactness being preserved under closed maps will be proved in the next section (3.5).
3* Topologically complete spaces* The following is a problem in [6, 8E.1, p. 128] . For any subset S of a realcompact space X, if f\ S is bounded for all / in C(X), then cl S is compact. As a generalization of this, we have the following. Since x e cl βx S, this is impossible and so Φ f must be infinite. Let {φ n }αΦ f such that nΦm implies that φ n φ φ m . Let x n be an element of S such that φ n (x n ) Φ 0 and set f n = nφjφ n (x n ). Now ΣΛeC(X) since the cozero sets of {/"} are locally finite, but ΣΛ is not bounded on S. This concludes the proof.
Michael has defined a point y e Y to be a q-point if it has a sequence of neighborhoods {NJ such that if y t e Ni and the y t are all distinct, then y 19 y 2 , has an accumulation point in Y. If every 7/ in Y is a g-point, then Y is called a g-space. The g-spaces include the first countable spaces, the locally compact spaces and the p-spaces in the sense of ArhangePskiί [1] . Michael has proved the next theorem [14, 2.1, p. 173] . THEOREM 
Let f: X-+Y be continuous, closed and onto, where X is TΊ. If y e Y is a q-point, then every continuous, real-valued function on X is bounded on df~ι(y).
The next corollary follows from 3.1 and 3.2.
COROLLARY 3.3. If f is a continuous, closed map of a topologically complete space X onto a q-space Y, then df~ι(y) is compact for each yeY.
A function / is a k-covering map if any compact set in the image space is contained in the image of a compact set in the domain. Note that /: X -> Y is a ά-covering mapping if and only if the induced mapping f β * from C( Y) to C(X) endowed with their respective compactopen topologies is a homeomorphism into [1, p. 154] . As a generalization of Corollary 1.2 of [14] , we have the following: 
Proof. Let C be a compact subset of Fand consider f o =f\f~1(C).
Since f 0 is a closed continuous map onto C, by 3.3, 3/ 0~1 (t/) is compact for each y in C. It is well known that if / has the property that inverses of points are compact and / is closed, then / is a compact map. So from 2.5, there exists a closed set F in f~\C) such that /o| F is a closed and compact map from F onto C. Thus i* 7 is compact and f(F) = C.
Since all realcompact spaces are topologically complete, the next corollary follows from 2.6 and 3.3. Proof. This follows from [6, 15.11, p. 224] and [6, p. 147] . Proof. This follows from 3.6 and 1.5.
Thus the problem of preserving topological completeness under perfect maps reduces to finding conditions under which X topologically complete implies that X is. The author has been unable to find any such conditions. Note again that the example in § 1 is also an example of a space that is not topologically complete and is the perfect image of a realcompact space. Further any counterexample when the range is weak cb would involve a space of measurable cardinal. As in the case of realcompactness, if / is a closed map of a topologically complete space X onto a g-space Y, there exists a topologically complete space X o such that Y is the perfect image of X Q .
The next theorem is similar to a theorem of ArhangePskiϊ [3, 1.1, p. 202] in that it replaces point-paracompact with topologically complete. The next theorem is a slight generalization of a theorem of Isiwata's [10, 7.3, p. 476] Proof. This follows from 2.5 and 3.3.
4* Realcompactness and WZ-maps.
The following lemma is due to Isiwata [10, 6.1, p. 467] . LEMMA 
// φ:X ->Y is an open WZ-mapping, y is not isolated, φ~ι(y) is not compact, and if there is a function f in C(βX) such that 0^f^l,f>0onX and f(x) = 0 for some x in Φ~\y)\φ-\y), then Zβ Y {f ι ) is a neighborhood in βY of y.
Using this lemma Isiwata proves the following theorem. Hence we shall give a different proof that uses the technique employed in 2.4. [10, 4.4, p. 464] which implies that f ι eC{βY) [10, 4.1, p. 463] . Now if f\y) = 0, then φ~\y) is not compact, int φ~\y) φ 0, and hence y is isolated. Since Z(f ι ) is both open and closed, it is C-embedded in Y. The subspace Z{f ι ) is realcompact since it is discrete and homeomorphie to a closed subset of X. These last two properties imply that there exists a nonnegative geC (βY) ArhangeFskii mentions in [1] that he has shown if X is a completely regular, Hausdorff, &-space which admits a complete uniform structure and <j> is an open closed map of X onto Y, then either Φ~x{y) is compact or y is isolated for each y in Y. The author does not know if he uses the fact that X is a fc-space or only that 7 is a Λ-space.
Next, we consider preimages of realcompact spaces. Perfect preimages of realcompact spaces are realcompact. In [10, 5.3, p. 466 ], Isiwata proves the next theorem. Unfortunately, the condition that Φ~ι(y) be C*-embedded is not a necessary condition if X is realcompact. Indeed, all closed subsets will be C*-embedded if and only if X is normal. The following theorem generalizes 4.4. [6, 8.7, p. 118] and Φ~\y) = o\ βx φ-\y) implies that ΦV ι {y) = dxφ-'iy).
Thus vX-U.er^O/) = \J v *γφ-\v) = X and X is realcompact. LEMMA 
If φ is a z-map of X onto Y and Φ~~\y) is ^-embedded, then Φ~~ι(y) is C-embedded.
Proof. Let Z be a zero-set in X which is disjoint from Φ~x{y).
Then φ(Z) is closed in Y and y $ Φ(Z). So there exists a feC(Y)
such that f(y) = 0 and f(Φ(Z)) = {1}. Now fφ e C(X) and fφ is 0 on φ~\y) and 1 on Z. It follows that φ~ι{y) is C-embedded [6, 1.18, p. 19] . Proof. Since Φ~\y) is C-embedded in X, it is C-embedded in vX. Hence, clx Φ~\v) = v{Φ~\v)) = ΦΛy)
Thus we see that 4.5 is actually a generalization of 4.4. If FaX, F is said to be Z-embedded in X if for every zero-set Z in F, there exists a zero-set Z f in X such that Z' f) F = Z. If F is Lindelof and FaX, then i* 7 is Z-embedded in X [8] . Further, if JP is Z-embedded and completely separated from every zero-set disjoint from it, then it is C-embedded [7] . Thus we have the following. COROLLARY 
Let φ be a Z-mapping of X onto Y. If Φ~~ι{y) is Lindelof for each y e Y, and Y is realcompact, then X is realcompact.
If X is locally compact, a G r space, a p-space, or if every point is a ft, then every element of X has a compact zero-set containing it. We conclude this section with the following theorem. 
